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	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a global pandemic, people want what they’ve always wanted. Employees want—and now expect—meaningful work, supportive bosses, regular recognition, and a chance to learn and grow. And managers want their amazing people to stay—for at least a little while longer. For two decades, this Wall Street Journal bestseller—over 800,000 sold—has offered twenty-six simple strategies, from A to Z, that managers can use to address their employees’ real concerns and keep them engaged. 

	

	The authors have gone over every word of the previous edition, revising, updating, and streamlining. This edition includes a timely focus on diversity and inclusion in every chapter. For example, chapter 6 focuses on family. Different cultures view family responsibilities differently, so the authors address how to take that into consideration when a treasured employee asks for extended leave to care for a grandparent. And a new section called “Conversations That Count” offers discussion questions for sparking deeper conversation around the topics in the book. 

	

	This new edition will ensure that Love ’Em or Lose ’Em will continue to help managers all over the world create a supportive workplace culture so they can fight burnout and keep the people they can least afford to lose.
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Windows Vista for Starters: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2007
Fast-paced and easy to use, this concise book teaches you the basics of Windows Vista so you can start using this operating system right away. Written by "New York Times" columnist, bestselling author, Emmy-winning CBS News correspondent and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue, the book will help you:
	Navigate the desktop,...
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English Grammar in Use With Answers: Reference and Practice for Intermediate StudentsCambridge University Press, 1994
A self-study reference and practice book for intermediate and more advanced learners of English.  Covering all areas of language which students at this level find difficult, this substantially revised and updated book retains the clarity, simplicity and accessibility of the first edition, adding to it new and redesigned units and appendices,...
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Advanced Ajax: Architecture and Best PracticesPrentice Hall, 2007
“I very much enjoyed how this book covers the full Ajax application lifecycle and not only coding techniques. Anyone who is looking to become a professional front-end developer will appreciate the architectural insight and best practices delivered by this book.”  — Andi Gutmans, Co-Founder & Co-Chief...
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ITIL Service Strategy 2011 EditionThe Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL 2011 Editions have been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. ITIL Service Strategy provides a view of ITIL that aligns business and IT so that each brings out the best in the other. It ensures that every stage of the service lifecycle stays focused on the business case and relates to all the companion...
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Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and AccountingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and Accounting is an annual publication designed to disseminate recent developments in the quantitative analysis of finance and accounting. The publication is a forum for statistical and quantitative analyses of issues in finance and accounting as well as applications of quantitative methods to problems...
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Analog Behavioral Modeling with the Verilog-A LanguageSpringer, 1997
Analog Behavioral Modeling With The Verilog-A Language  provides the IC designer with an introduction to the methodologies and  uses of analog behavioral modeling with the Verilog-A language. In  doing so, an overview of Verilog-A language constructs as well as  applications using the language are presented. In addition, the book  is...
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